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What practices have always
worked in schools and continue to
work during the pandemic? KEEP!

Building connections with students

Making genuine connections with students

Movement
Having students get up and move around while they learn.
Students showing their learning through DOING things. Hours of
sitting down does not work. - Stella Jones

Student of Concern Referral Process
I think we have a well-established process for referring students to
tier 2 interventions-Marilee

Clear, explicit teacher modeling

Consistency

Access

Feedback for student growth -- formative
assessment.

Just building relationships

Making connections and experimenting with
new tools to engage student participation.
- Margaret

Wide range of ways to interact & better see &
respond to social/emotional cues. Karen H.

Keep learning a fun and enjoyable experience
- make learning relatable to students lives
outside school.
Ken Sylvester

Wait time

Staff building positive and trusting
relationships with students and with each
other.

Creative ways of teaching to address all
learners.
Eadson

Time for guided practice

Having a variety of activities.

Allowing students choice in showing their
learning

Connecting with students.

Group projects

Giving students a forum in which to
communicate easily with peers and teacher.
Something that functions like the Zoom Chat.
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Relationships
A focus on relationships that facilitate engagement and
connection.

Visual and audio
Multiple modes of input and output 

Quiet space for sensory kids to learn and exit with grace.

What practices have emerged
during the pandemic that we
should CONTINUE?

Tech tools for absent students
Students who are absent have had many resources this year. I do
not want that going away.  

Focus on non-academic skills
including more on executive functioning, and
continuing/expanding SEL

Canvas and assignment submissions.

Posting lesson materials and resources
online for students to easily access.

Encouraging self-advocacy and
communication using Canvas

1-1 Computer use and access to technology -
we are so far behind other districts.

Every student having access to a computer

Technology

Reaching introverted students & staff in a
way we never would have considered before.
Karen H.

Students submitting voice recordings or
videos as an assignment

zoom calls to include a variety of participants
that don't have to leave their jobs to attend a
meeting.

Students have an opportunity to respond privately in zoom chat
boxes which increases participation of student voice for those who
are not comfortable speaking out loud to the whole class. We
should make sure that we still provide an avenue for individual
responses during lessons. 

Identified Students of Concern
We have identi�ed a list of students with needs that have emerged
since pandemic we will need to continue to monitor these
students and provide support.

Use of technologies which are immersive
and/or

Grading Flexibility
I appreciate how thoughtful and �exible our staff has been with
regards to allowing additional time and opportunities for students
to demonstrate pro�ciency with the content.-Marilee

Chat option
I love the chat option (especially direct messaging between
students and myself). I de�nitely have seen more engagement,
participation and interaction with some  
students. 

Canvas Assignments
Continue using Canvas to assign work (as long as students have
equitable access to technology). Helps with organization and
keeping track of due dates



More flexibility for late and missing work

Use of technology

Asynchronous assignments.

Teaching critical thinking skills about media
literacy topics, fake news, deep fakes, etc.
Karen Kline 

Computer access and music software like
Smartmusic and MusicFirst classroom

use of tech and multiple modalities

Guided Notes accessible through tech.
1:1 devices for all students. Allowing students to use their
resources (guided notes) during assessments to help show their
learning.

Use of technology. Canvas allows for a
consistent experience for each student.

Tech access!

Communication through Canvas with
students

Using laptops for assignments

Tech tools that allow all students to
participate simultaneously

Access to Class Resources
Having everything needed for class available online for students to
access through Canvas worked well. If students lose a paper, they

can �nd another copy on Canvas.

Providing students with choice

Flexibility with assignments due dates

Emailing Parent and Guardians Highlights of
the Week.

Giving students opportunities to take
responsibility for their learning while
enabling them through choice

Longer periods allow for more time to check
in with groups and individual students

Ability to have all participate-like through
Chat
Eadson 

Longer periods for Science!!!

Block Schedule
- Margaret

More break time.

More transparency and communication with
families.

Consistent websites/tech!

Co-taught classes

What practices do not serve
students that we should DROP?
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Long class times

punitive response to lack of work completion

Outdated grading practices

Grading Practices

Assumptions about resources and support
that students have at home

Less assessments that don't directly inform
teaching.

a

Sending grading policies out the day before
the trimester is over. Plan ahead with
policies.

Assumptions about student learning

Busy work
Eadson

inflexibility

Not being flexible

Grading

assuming that every student needs to
complete every assignment in a singular way

Assessments
Not allowing reassessments.

Directing/preventing students placement in
gifted/special services based on race, gender,
economic status, etc.

Too much standardized testing.

Echoing the need to drop so much state-
mandated testing. Love the OSPI waiver to
OED for stratified sampling of testing. Karen
Kline

Not having a common way of grading - "0"'s
for example vs half credit

Have more respect for students' need to be
social with one another in addition to their
academic learning

0s for lack of work

A system that many times does not allow for
time and resources to truly meet the needs of
students with an IEP/504 and English
language learners

Red tape. Do what needs to be done for
equity.


